


"SPEND TIME WITH 
YOURSELF" 

WORKBOOK 

Hello Sunshines, 

Here is the FREE workbook that I promised 

you to get you started on your journey to 

TRANSFORM YOURSELF. 

It includes 3 simple steps that you can start 

applying in your every day routine. 

3 Simple steps 



BUT FIRST... 

To get started, first you need to know 

how important spending time with 

yourself can have a huge impact on how 

you live your life. 

For most women, life can be a bit 

chaotic, specially when you're trying to 

juggle family time and work, so you 

never seem to get enough time to do the 

things that you like for yourself. That 

leaves us feeling unappreciated and 

tired and we live our lives blaming 

everything on everyone else. 



Describe in detail a regular  day in 
your life 



FIRST STEP 
The importance of Time 

TIME is the one thing that we cannot get back! Money, 

jobs, relationships, are all things that we can work on if 

we want to change them. But TIME, is something that 

we all have in common and most women haven't 

learnt how to manage it. We tend to spend most of our 

time doing things for others, being a BUSY MESS, 

only to realize at the end of the day, that we haven't 

done half of the things that we were suppose to do... 

FRUSTRATED!? TIRED!? 

The first and most important step is to make sure that 

we schedule a minimum of an hour in our day, 

dedicated exclusively for ourselves. I advice you to do 

it preferably first thing in the morning. No excuses, cut 

the TV, gossiping with your neighbors, whatever you 

have to do;you'll see how you start finding your ZEN. 



SECOND STEP 
Learn something new every day 

And no...I'm not talking about going back to college or 

enroll in a new course...unless you want to, that's 

totally up to you! 

When I say learn something new every day, I refer 

about something about yourself. We are all blessed 

with amazing and unique skills and talents. And as 

most people, we've also chose not to embrace them, 

for whatever reason it might have been in the past: 

someone laughing at you; someone telling you, 

you're weren't  good enough or simply because life 

got in the way and you had to make other choices. 

By learning something new about ourselves every 

day, we can then take the first step to discover what 

we are truly passionate about. 





THIRD STEP 
Learn how to say NO 

When I first started my journey to TRANSFORM 

YOURSELF, I found this step to be the hardest one 

of all. Saying NO to someone use to leave me with a  

terrible feeling of guilt. 

What I've learned by doing step one and two is that 

by saying NO, I wasn't say no to the person, I was 

saying NO to the situation or task involved. 

By saying NO, you'll be able to dedicate more time to 

the things you truly love. 

Tip: It is very important to explain to the person why 

we re saying NO to the task they have asked us to do 

and to make clear that we are saying NO to that and 

not to them...is a BIG difference. 



FIND YOUR TRUE SELF 



OVER THE FOLLOWING 7 
DAYS: 

By implementing this 3 simple steps over the following 

7 days, even Saturday and Sunday...no skipping  (they 

are days with time too!) You'll start prioritizing the 

things and the and the tasks that are most important to 

you, that way you can spend more time with the people 

that means the most to you. 

You'll learn how important every minute of your life is 

and how to use it wisely. 

I am looking forward to hear your results after the 7 

days. 

Join us in our Facebook community "TRANSFORM 

YOURSELF. ANOTHER DAY...ANOTHER CHANCE", 

and share your amazing results and read what others 

had to say. 

Have a wonderful journey Sunshine!


